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Abstract— The system of online auction with easier contact method via encrypted chat facility was developed supported by a 

heterogeneous bidding model to spot out the behavioural mode of bidders to ensure the completion of a truthful system meeting the 

criteria of incentive-Compatible, Online Cloud Auction. The realised modules through this project are solely relying on the online 

approach of placing bids for the resources on cloud to identify, sort and implement a schema which takes cares of the utmost 

doable exploitation of the reserves. Apart from the competence proportions of the available resource allocation, the 

straightforwardness of the completed realization was keenly ensured to meet the incentive-compatibility. 

 

Index Terms— Online-Auction, COCA, truthful, heterogeneous users, encrypted chat facility, Online Cloud Auction, incentive 

compatible 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Cloud computing is aimed to proffer network right of 

entry upon appeal to configurable cloud possessions, and 

pledges to convey to cloud punters speedy and stretchy 

proviso of assets with the autonomy as of long-term 

reserves. A similar hypothesis has stirred an extensive 

concern in active and trade-dependent reserve sharing out 

methods for animat-edly replicate the stability in market 

value, and endow with agreeable resource allowance 

equally for cloud clients and suppliers. 

As a nippy and resourceful method of handling for the 

sale of merchandise at market charge, auction-style 

outlaying guiding principles has been far and wide made 

functional, dazzling the core drift in claim and deliver for 

the cloud dependent supplies. Undeniably, an auction-chic 

pricing strategy, accordingly called Spot Instance, has 

been taken up by Amazon to animatedly apportion cloud 

possessions along with latent clients; this has deemed 

additional investigations on auction-dependent cloud 

pricing apparatus plan due to the magnetism of the design 

for research personnel in the field. Further expressly, via 

foretelling of the stipulation of users,  endeavour to 

capitalize on the returns for the cloud reserve contributor 

in cloud spot market passing through linear programming, 

and put forward a proposition of a collection of 

computationally well-organized and candid auction-mode 

pricing system, with the intention that users can 

reasonably contend for possessions and cloud bringers 

can augment their general takings. 

The investigations of Abhishek and his team members on 

the straightforward auction schema by making use of 

Bayes-Nash Equilibrium within a spot market mock-up as 

in-spired from Amazon and try to spotlight on an finest 

partition of cloud possessions amid pay-as-you-go  

 

marketplace and the spot trade. From the studies on the 

topic, the nearer one of Zhang and company [13] about 

the honest approach in auction with only one instance 

auction by making use of LP putrefaction which was 

implemented efficiently. The first online combinatorial 

public sale for the VM advertise was proved to be 

ingenuous and computationally competent by Shi and 

others; similar combinatorial auction scaffold was 

launched that assured to endow with profits for donor as 

well as societal wellbeing. 

Even though these learning have completed momentous 

improvement in the direction of a well-devised market-

coerced cloud provision, they did not accomplish to 

concur-rently convene certain design requests of an 

enviable cloud auction which is met with my study. 

Despite the fact that diverse research upshots were 

obtainable, a totally accommodating one was absent and 

for this reason I had to look at an assortment of reachable 

proposals to arrive at an ultimate implementation point. 

The challenge in the heterogeneous mix of bidders was 

easily alienated into three departments namely: Job 

Oriented Users, Resource Aggressive Users and Resource 

Aggressive with Time Invariant users.  Theoretical 

revisions bring up the finding out potential of the worst 

cases in the method projected and alleviating those with 

effective results with least expense of facilities and 

expediency. A resemblance association of the system to 

off-line Vickrey-Clarke-Groves approach acknowledged 

has unfastened a spanking new pioneering future stride in 

the direction of commercial deployment of the same. 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 Cloud auctions are completely implemented 

online where bidders can submit demands for cloud 

reserves from the provider with detailing on their 
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necessities and array of bid, to which the bringer respond 

straight away. These types of bendable nature of online 

auctions make it more appraised for practical easiness due 

to pay-as-you-go” cloud theory [6]. Indeed the bidding 

language make it more graceful to the users as it is 

executed at the client part for deciphering the user-explicit 

stipulations into desires. Due to this approach, assorted 

claims of clients can be constrained to synchronized and 

unswerving structures whilst the particulars of the 

requests can still be publicized. 

Ultimately, each insistence is next surrendered to the 

server side all the way through web service edges, and an 

ingenuous, better called as incentive-Compatible, Online 

Cloud Auction device is put into practice so that clients to 

cloud provisions can be lucidly enthused to divulge their 

candid estimations in their submissions of requirements. 

 
3.1 Heterogeneous Bidding 

 Bidding verbal communication has to 

indoctrinate all the requirements to be put forward by the 

user but should be incredibly undemanding, dumpy and 

easy to be comprehended. When considering the 

heterogeneous nature of the people placing the bids by 

online mode, I had to forecast the possible 

departmentalization of the groups of bidders depending 

on their common nature shared among themselves.  

Accessible cloud does not have bidding method of 

submissions which is the major inclusion in the project 

along with the achievement of maximal allocation and 

utilization of the resources. Though the person who pays 

the most or is ready to pay for a particular resource from 

cloud will get it, there are situations where the allocated 

reserves are not exploited to its maximum. Many of the 

users will be grabbing but using it for a fewer instances 

and keep it idle for the remaining period of bidden period. 

Or there are people only in need of a short period of time 

for whom these will be necessary only for a few hours or 

a day. But still there are people who are in need of cloud 

supplies for a full time usage. Hence a perfect plan for 

arranging, rearranging and maximal utilization of the 

cloud portions had to be modelled. 

 

3.1.1 Job Oriented Users 

 These are people making use of reserves from 

clouds for their job purposes, which define a perfectly 

deep utilization of the grabbed utilities without wastage. 

Such people are provided with an advantage of penalty 

rate that may be mentioned by the user at the bid time; in 

case a breakage of service or flaw from the end of the 

provider occur user will be paid with that rate of penalty 

without any hesitation. The input data provided by the job 

oriented segments will be start time, end time, bid 

amount, quantity of resources and penalty rate; penalty 

rate is mentioned as amount per minute n my project. 

 

3.1.2 Resource Aggressive Users 

 These are the people who will be creating more 

idle supplies in the cloud due to their lesser interest in 

making the most of the allocated deserves. They will 

never be working on it for the full period of the bidden 

duration and such users need to enter only the period they 

wish for and bid amount for the quantity needed. 

3.1.3 Resource Aggressive with Time Invariant users 

 Though these segments of clients are considered 

as aggressive users, they are not actually careless group 

instead they only have requirement for a very short period 

of implementation. Here they enter duration between the 

hours and bid amount for the quantity of the cloud 

resources demanded. 

III. SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 

 

 The entire designing aspects have been depicted 

under this section make the system more transparent and 

understandable; also the modules are being described in 

the later part of this chapter. 

 

3.1 System Requirements 

3.1.1 Hardware Specifications 

The hardware pattern implicated in this venture is 

o System   :  PentiumIV 

2.4 GHz 

o Hard Disk       :  40 GB 

o Floppy Drive  :   1.44 Mb 

o Monitor   :  15 VGA 

Colour 

o Mouse   :  Logitech 

o Ram   :  512 Mb. 

o  

3.1.2 Software Specification 

The software used to expand this project 

o Operating system  :  Windows 

XP/7 

o Coding Language :  JAVA/J2EE 

o IDE   : Netbeans 7.4 

o Database  : MYSQL 

 

3.2 Input Design 

The considered approach accepts data in dual form where 

existing clients will enter using their credentials while 

new ingresses will have to give the data accordingly to 

enter the auction. The scheme developed here is more 
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relied over the information provided by the customers; 

becoming crucial that each data entered to the system is 

precise. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Job Oriented User - Logged In  

 
Figure 2: Resource Aggressive User - Logged In 

 

Errors invoked through the entered data will spoil the 

entire system of discharge and hence participation 

provided should be adequate and explicable by the user. 

The departmentalization made by me on heterogeneous 

users had to see the maximum usage of the resources in 

cloud by the clients with a neat arrangement of the same 

between needy people placing bids. 

3.3 Output Design 

At this juncture, my execution the orientations are durable 

for three full days depending on which status of the 

auction would be shown as fulfilled or on imminent. 

Designing has to view that all generated results are 

computer output and have to take care of its directly 

oriented approach. 

 

Figure 4: Bidding - Job Oriented User 

 
Figure 5: Bidding - Resource Aggressive User 

 

 

 
Figure 6: Bidding - Resource Aggressive with Time 

Invariant User 

Reports are necessary to get it made up for intimating 

respective users; relevance being surrounded over which 

user to view what from among available reporting system. 

Therefore, a well specific design for routing the 

availability of data to various users have to be realized 

and even the instancing and degrees of apiece output must 

be particular. 

3.4 Module Description 

The modules are: 

(i) Authentication Phase 

(ii) Resource Request Phase 

(iii) Count Down Selection Phase 

(iv) Bidding With Chatting Function 

3.4.1 Authentication Phase 

 Intended for the ingenuous online auctions, in 

which users with diverse requirements could move toward 

and go away on the flutter. Cloud user making use of the 

system for a longer duration may have problems like 

overbid and at times connection to the cloud utility may 

break. This has to be administered in my system by 

developing and enhancing the compactable and 
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compatible approach of online cloud auction. 

3.4.2 Resource Request Phase 

 Demanding for the cloud supplies, customer 

need to submit specific details related to timing and 

requirements which is named as bidding parameters; this 

is exactly the valuation of the resource by client to be 

explained to the provider. The term bidding language is 

used to call those submissions made by the client, from 

which the instance of submission as well as grant of 

diffidence of the resources are made from the provider 

end. 

3.4.3 Count-Down Selection Phase 

 The appraisal of bidder is a task signifying the 

benefit received by a bidder in obtaining a convinced 

sharing out of the cloud stores; the estimation is 

recognized solitary to the person who has placed the bid.  

3.4.4 Bidding with Chatting Function 

 My project demands for a classification of 

bidding language form different users into distinct there 

departments for online cloud auctions. Each category gets 

recognized by the use of a valuation function; this feature 

will get transformed every time a change occurs with 

dependence on owed reserves for a user. 

Subsequently, apiece sort of the estimation utility can 

next be plotted into an equivalent demand type which is 

further succinct and in harmony. Contrasted with 

numerous preceding advancements that are additional 

inflexible in requisites of the homogeny of appeal layouts, 

my bidding language can litheness and pithily replicate 

user constraint on provision of instance or setback, 

application category, and still how they rate in the midst 

of dissimilar promising allotments. I consign to such 

suppleness offered by my bidding language in central user 

command as “expressiveness”. 

For that reason I put forward COCA, a straight 

incentive-Compatible Online Cloud Auction apparatus 

structure on pinnacle of my projected bidding language. 

COCA is self-possessed by two focal fabricating wedges, 

namely:  

o a recompense function supported payment 

regulation which is exceptionally indomitable by 

the sharing out upshot and the demand 

capitulation time 

o an distribution decree that endeavours to 

capitalize on efficacy of bidders; these have 

provided evidence to be the obligatory and ample 

state of affairs for making certain of 

straightforwardness 

Relying purely on these two policies, COCA certifies 

candour by pioneering an back-up pricing task which will 

not bring deceleration in rates a propos the in progress 

deliver-stipulate affairs. Subsequent to the insurance of 

faithfulness, wide-ranging conjectural scrutiny illustrates 

that the nastiest scenario act of COCA can be fighting fit- 

circumscribed and extra consultations well-explain that 

COCA get executed in most desirable way while 

speculating various other features. 

3.5 Database Design  

In relational model, statistics is well thought-out in tables 

those possessing the below depicted characteristics: 

o each trace has the identical figure of evidences, 

o all fields enclose the matching category of details 

in every testimony, 

o There is merely single ingress for all piece of 

evidence 

o No two accounts are unerringly equivalent 

o The direct of the entrees and position is not 

imperative 

4.5.1 Tables 

Table 1: Registration Table 

 

 

 
Table 2: Bidding Table 

IV.CONCLUSION 

 The paper here have completed its purpose to 

explain about the sculpting and discharge of Online 

Auction with Encrypted Chat Facility with proper insight 

to the explanations on the auction approaches via online 

provision to griping varied behavioural patterns of the 

bidders. A fresh bidding lingo was projected for handling 

the heterogeneous cluster treatment which was the initial 

module to be realised enabling users to submit 
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requirements in a succinct and synchronized demand 

mode. With it, an incentive-Compatible (truthful) Online 

Cloud Auction (COCA) was built that was supported by 

detached decree for payment as well as sharing out; these 

help out to confirm on the straightforwardness of the 

submissions. Apart from these an encrypted chat 

provision was added to the same for more trouble-free 

and faster communiqué facilitation. 

The monotonic imbursement approach and a utility 

capitalizing advancement in distribution of resources 

being the highlights of the project with the heterogeneous 

handling, there arises various possibilities as linked to the 

theoretical availabilities regarding the worst-case 

performance of COCA. The presentation of COCA is 

analogous to the illustrious offline Vickrey-Clarke-

Groves (VCG) device which below far-reaching 

investigation demonstrates on the processes turning out to 

be evidently invulnerable and exceedingly competent. 

The complete schema carrying out of the COCA 

instrument on industrial unrestricted cloud as an 

imperative potential annexe can be considered without a 

second thought, which is accepted to vigorously muddle 

through with awfully hefty dimension of records and 

consequently persuade clients to espouse cloud storage 

facilities more assertively. 
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